DOD’S INSPECTOR
GENERAL DISAPPEARS
WILLIAM MCRAVEN’S
“PURGE”
The day before I got hopelessly buried in the
rabbit warren of NSA leaks, I reported that the
draft IG Report on the Obama Administration’s
leaks to Zero Dark Thirty’s creators seemed to
indicate that, on Admiral William McRaven’s
orders, SOCOM had purged its networks of Osama
bin Laden photos that were the subject of an
active Judicial Watch FOIA.
According to ADM McRaven, the DoD
provided the operators and their
families an inordinate level of
security. ADM McRaven held a meeting
with the families to discuss force
protection measures and tell the
families that additional protective
monitoring will be provided, and to call
security personnel if they sensed
anything. ADM McRaven also directed that
the names and photographs associated
with the raid not be released. This
effort included purging these records to
another Government Agency.

The other day the final report came out. And
while I haven’t yet read the report in depth
(short version: it clears the Obama
Administration of all the improprieties laid out
in the draft), I do notice this interesting
edit.
According to ADM McRaven, DoD provided
the operators and their families an
inordinate level of security. ADM
McRaven stated that he previously met
with operators’ family members and
discussed force protection measures.
USSOCOM officials informed family

members that protective monitoring will
be initiated, and instructed them to
call security personnel if securityrelated incidents arise. ADM McRaven
also directed personnel to forego
releasing names of operators and
photographs associated with the raid.

They took out all mention of the “purge” of
photos requested under FOIA.
To be fair, the use of the word “purge” in the
original always seemed inapt, as it appears that
McRaven ordered the photos on DOD servers to be
moved — not destroyed — to CIA’s servers. So
it’s not like McRaven ordered evidence be
destroyed.
Still, as I’ll eventually get around to
describing, it may have affected the outcome of
the FOIA.
Which seems worthy of note. But apparently not
to the people who protect top military leaders.

